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Executive Summary 

The overall aim of the NEStOR project is to create a flexible, multilingual, modern and 

attractive medium, a Web Radio, through which transnational educational cooperation 

across Europe will be facilitated. In order to support this, important studies will be carried 

out on the European education policy dimension, the pedagogics and also the need to foster 

media literacy to schools. It will provide a Web Radio, safe and user friendly even for 

students with special educational needs; it will be enriched with interdisciplinary teaching 

materials for school education at a European level; it will be integrated in modern 

educational requirements. The project will provide the educational community with the 

necessary tools for the cultivation of communication skills, participation of every European 

learner to a public radio program and the exchange and dissemination of cultural elements 

through the Student Radio. The NEStOR project will highlight the European dimension of the 

existing “European School Radio” (http://europeanschoolradio.eu), which has been 

operating in Greece for the last six years with great success.  

The aim of the deliverable is to present various actions performed for the collaboration 

between NEStOR and other projects and networked European platforms which are already 

used by the education and school community, such as eTwinning, Photodentro, Open 

Discovery Space, Europeana and other.  

http://europeanschoolradio.eu/
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1 Introduction 

This section presents the scope, the audience and the structure of the deliverable. 

Specifically, the scope and the objective that the current document has set out to achieve 

are presented in sub-section 1.1. The intended audience for this document is described in 

sub-section 1.2, while sub-section 1.3 outlines the structure of the rest of the document. 

1.1 Scope 

The present document is the “Deliverable 2.2.2: Report on potential collaboration with other 

projects and networked european platforms which are already used by the education and 

school community, such as eTwinning,  Photodentro, Open Discovery Space, Europeana and 

other” (henceforth referred to as D2.2.2) of the NEStOR project. The main objective of 

D2.2.2 is to present various preliminary actions performed for the collaboration between 

NEStOR and other projects and networked European platforms which are already used by 

the education and school community, such as eTwinning, Photodentro, Open Discovery 

Space and Europeana.  

1.2 Audience 
The intended audience for this document is the NEStOR consortium (including school 

partners), the NA Agent (IKY), the European Commission, and the public interested in this 

project. 

1.3 Structure  

The structure of the document is as follows: 

● Section 2 describes various preliminary actions performed for the collaboration 

between NEStOR and other projects and networked European platforms which are 

already used by the education and school community, such as eTwinning, 

Photodentro, Open Discovery Space and Europeana. 

● Section 3 describes the guides produced regarding how European School Radio users 

(e.g. teachers) can utilize the services provided by European and National projects 

that are famous at the European school communities. 

● Section 4 concludes the document. 
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2 Collaboration between NEStOR and other projects 

From the very beginning of European School Radio network, there was the intention to 

spread the idea of radio among schools. There are several successful projects that have been 

implemented by Greek teachers and ESR members, as founders - coordinators of European 

tasks and partnerships. The main purpose of such tasks was to enhance the communication 

features of European languages, to gain from interculturalism techniques, to support 

intercultural cooperation. In general, students from different schools around Europe created 

radio products (spots, broadcasts) and through the ESR platform during the streaming hour 

on the web radio player exchanged comments, criticized and the radio show constituted the 

material of feedback activities. 

The process of broadcasting through radio shows enhance students' communication abilities 

and enrich their knowledge about different European cultures, as well as raise awareness of 

European citizenship. It is important that they comprehend what they hear and work on the 

given auditory material. Also, students can create their own stories or read and amend the 

stories of their classmates or the stories from the partners' cultural heritage.  Within this 

process they have the opportunity to practice and develop their language skills (grammar, 

syntax, vocabulary, expression), to become familiar with the art of story making and 

storytelling, to learn and appreciate the teamwork that will be necessary for creating and 

uploading their stories, and at the same time to profit from hands-on experience with 

computers, the internet and interactive multimedia applications. 

Below, there are some examples of the European tasks and the active links offer the chance 

to visit the webpages that the information for each one is available. 

 Comenius Partnerships 

o European School Radio - The Voice of Young Europeans   

 European eTwinning Tasks, awarded with both National and European Quality Labels. 

o Digital Life Skills on ESR 

o Be well, be happy :-) 

o Speak your Culture in European School Radio (presented on the first Greek 

eTwinning Conference) 

 Euro...tales on the European School Radio 

Greek National eTwinning task, awarded with National Quality Label and presented on 

the second Greek eTwinning Conference  

o Μια θεατρική Παγκόσμια Ημέρα Ραδιοφώνου στο δικό μας ραδιόφωνο 

European School Radio 

 Greek National eTwinning task 

o Ελάτε να γνωρίσουμε τις διατροφικές συνήθειες της περιοχής μας! 

Also, Aesop repository from Institute of Educational Politics hosts two educational scenarios 

(ΔΗΜΙΟΥΡΓΩΝΤΑΣ ΕΝΑ ΡΑΔΙΟΦΩΝΙΚΟ ΣΠΟΤ - ΕΠΕΞΕΡΓΑΣΙΑ ΗΧΟΥ ΜΕ ΤΟ ΛΟΓΙΣΜΙΚΟ 

ΕΠΕΞΕΡΓΑΣΙΑΣ ΗΧΟΥ AUDACITY ΚΑΙ ΙΣΤΟΕΞΕΡΕΥΝΗΣΗ, ΡΑΔΙΟΦΩΝΙΚΟ ΑΦΙΕΡΩΜΑ ΓΙΑ ΤΗΝ 

ΥΠΕΡΑΛΙΕΥΣΗ ΣΤΗΝ ΕΥΡΩΠΗ), the developers of which were two of the Board Members of 

the Scientific Society "European School Radio". Both scenarios excelled at the quality and 

were awarded the label "Best Educational Scenarios", which enhances the pedagogical value 

of school radio broadcasting. At the same time, the scenarios are included on the 

https://live.etwinning.net/projects/project/84783
https://live.etwinning.net/projects/project/108665
https://live.etwinning.net/projects/project/96773
https://live.etwinning.net/projects/project/99494
http://www.etwinning.gr/images/praktika2014/periexomena.pdf
http://www.etwinning.gr/images/praktika2014/periexomena.pdf
https://live.etwinning.net/projects/project/105979
http://www.etwinning.gr/images/programma2.pdf
https://live.etwinning.net/projects/project/110479
https://live.etwinning.net/projects/project/110479
https://live.etwinning.net/projects/project/144631
http://photodentro.edu.gr/aggregator/lo/photodentro-aggregatedcontent-8526-8084
http://photodentro.edu.gr/aggregator/lo/photodentro-aggregatedcontent-8526-8084
http://photodentro.edu.gr/aggregator/lo/photodentro-aggregatedcontent-8526-8408
http://photodentro.edu.gr/aggregator/lo/photodentro-aggregatedcontent-8526-8408
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Photodentro platform from Greek Ministry of Education, as Best Educational Material for 

teachers.  

Furthermore, in the context of NEStOR, have performed the following preliminary tasks to 

enhance the collaboration with other projects and networked European platforms which are 

already used by the education and school community, as they were described in Deliverable 

“D1.2.3 Explore potential cooperations with other projects and networked european 

platforms which are already used by the education and school community, such as 

eTwinning, Photodentro, Open Discovery Space and Europeana and other”. 

The tasks performed are outlined as follows: 

 Communication with the Hellenic eTwinning National Support Service to support and 

promote the NEStOR project through its local networks. Furthermore, an invitation has 

been send to NEStOR coordinator by Hellenic eTwinning National Support Service for the 

organization of a workshop concerning the NEStOR project, in the context of eTwinning 

“Applications of computational thinking in education” conference organized in Athens, 

Greece.  

 Communication with the Greek School Network to support and promote the NEStOR 

project through its local networks.  

 Preparation of a guide to support the teachers on how to create eTwinning projects, 

using the European School Radio. 

 Preparation of a guide to support the teachers on how to share their practices at 

“Photodentro/Open Educational Resources”, regarding using the European School Radio 

for educational purposes. 

 Preparation of a guide to support the teachers on how to find learning objects at 

Photodentro to use them during planning their radio shows. 

 Preparation of a guide to support the teachers on how to find resources at Europeana to 

use them during planning their radio shows. 

 Preparation of a guide to support the teachers on how to find resources at Open 

Discovery Space to use them during planning their radio shows. 

The aforementioned guides are described at the following sections. 

3 Guides for educators on using the services provided by 
European projects 

3.1 Creation of eTwinning projects 

An eTwinning project can be carried out by two or more teachers, teams of teachers or 

subject departments, librarians, head teachers and pupils from schools across Europe. 

The teachers can work on any topic that they like. Projects should have a good balance of 

ICT use and classroom activities, and should preferably fit into the national curricula of the 

schools participating in the project. To create a project there must be at least two schools. 

Note that projects must have schools from at least 2 different countries to be eligible for a 

European Quality Award or eTwinning Prize. So, eTwinning projects are suitable for the case 

of collaborative radios shows produced by schools coming from different countries.  

http://www.etwinning.gr/tc2017
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The creation and submission of an eTwinning project includes the following three phases: 

 Preparing an eTwinning project. Detailed guidelines are provided at the following video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tza9LoOM4c8  

 Creating a eTwinning project. Detailed guidelines are provide at the following two 

presentations: 

https://stm.etwinning.net/en/pub/collaboration_in_etwinning_/materials_collaboration

.htm#create  

o Find a project partner 

o Register a project 

 Project management. Detailed guidelines are provided at the following presentation. 

https://stm.etwinning.net/en/pub/collaboration_in_etwinning_/materials_collaboration

.htm#management  

Note that to be able a teacher to submit an eTwinning project has initially to register on 

eTwinning, and create his profile. He will then be able to participate in groups, start to take 

part in projects, and access eTwinning’s training & professional development. 

3.2 Submission of practices to “Photodentro/Open Educational 
Practices” 

“Photodentro/Open Educational Practices” is the Greek repository of Open Educational 

Practices for the primary and secondary education. It belongs to the broader ecosystem of 

Phorodentro repositories and is accessible through the link http://photodentro.edu.gr/oep. 

At this repository, teachers of primary and secondary education, as well as members of the 

broader educational and research community can upload and share their open educational 

resources, as well as search for practices of other users. 

A teacher must become a member of the repository, to submit an Open Educational Practice 

(OEP) to “Photodentro/Open Educational Practices”. At this phase only teachers that hold an 

account at the Greek School Network (GSN) can become members of “Photodentro/Open 

Educational Practices”. The teachers can connect to the repository using their GSN 

credentials and create their public profile, so that they get the right to participate actively in 

the repository’s community and share their practices. 

After the teacher has been successfully authenticated, he/she is redirected at his/her 

personal profile page, where he asked to provide his personal and vocational information.  

For the submission of an OEP to “Photodentro/Open Educational Practices”, the following 

files must be submitted. 

1. Description of OEP 

This is a mandatory file that describes the proposed didactic intervention, technique or 

methodology, the context in which it was implemented, its results and the impact it had, as 

well as, its ability to be expanded and adapted to make it possible for other teachers to use 

it in a similar or different context. The description of the OEP must be done according to a 

template that is provided for every category in which it belongs. 

https://stm.etwinning.net/en/pub/collaboration_in_etwinning_/materials_collaboration.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tza9LoOM4c8
https://stm.etwinning.net/en/pub/collaboration_in_etwinning_/materials_collaboration.htm#create
https://stm.etwinning.net/en/pub/collaboration_in_etwinning_/materials_collaboration.htm#create
https://stm.etwinning.net/en/pub/collaboration_in_etwinning_/materials_collaboration.htm#create
https://stm.etwinning.net/en/pub/collaboration_in_etwinning_/materials_collaboration.htm#management
https://stm.etwinning.net/en/pub/collaboration_in_etwinning_/materials_collaboration.htm#management
https://stm.etwinning.net/en/pub/collaboration_in_etwinning_/materials_collaboration.htm#management
https://www.etwinning.net/en/pub/preregister.cfm
https://www.etwinning.net/en/pub/preregister.cfm
https://stm.etwinning.net/en/pub/getting_ready_to_become_an_act/materials.htm
https://live.etwinning.net/support?section=groups
https://live.etwinning.net/projects
https://www.etwinning.net/en/pub/professionaldevelopment.htm
http://photodentro.edu.gr/oep
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The document template that describes the Open Educational Practice is available at the 

following link: 

http://photodentro.edu.gr/oep/templates/Digital-School_Open-Educational-Practices-doc-

Template-v1.1.dotx  

2. Presentation of OEP 

This is an optional file. It concerns a presentation file (.ppt) that describes the Open 

Educational Practice. A mandatory template is provided for the presentation, which is 

available at the following link: 

http://photodentro.edu.gr/oep/templates/Digital-School_Open-Educational-Practices-ppt-

Template-v1.1.potx  

3. Supplementary files 

These files are also optional. They concern supportive material like, texts, videos, audio files, 

etc., which is important for the complete documentation of the practice. These files are 

submitted as a compressed file. 

Once the user is connected to “Photodentro/Open Educational Practices”, he must choose 

the category at which the Open Educational Practice belongs and upload the 

aforementioned files completed. At the next step he will be asked to fill specific fields of the 

OEP that will be used as metadata for efficient search at the repository. The metadata are 

the following: title, keywords, a short description of the Open Educational Practice, Thematic 

Area/Thematic Unity, Educational level and Class. 

3.3 Search for Learning Objects at “Photodento/LOR” 

“Photodentro/LOR” is the Greek National Learning Object Repository (LOR) for primary and 

secondary education. It hosts learning objects, which are small, self-contained (semantically 

and functionally autonomous), reusable units of learning resources, tagged with educational 

metadata. It is open to everyone, students, teachers, parents, as well as anybody else 

interested. 

Photodentro LOR supports browsing, free text search, and faceted search, allowing users to 

narrow search results by applying multiple filters, such as learning resources type, 

educational context, etc. So, the user can search for a learning object or browse the 

repository by choosing one of the following options: collections, subject areas, learning 

resource type, using filters. 

http://photodentro.edu.gr/oep/templates/Digital-School_Open-Educational-Practices-doc-Template-v1.1.dotx
http://photodentro.edu.gr/oep/templates/Digital-School_Open-Educational-Practices-doc-Template-v1.1.dotx
http://photodentro.edu.gr/oep/templates/Digital-School_Open-Educational-Practices-ppt-Template-v1.1.potx
http://photodentro.edu.gr/oep/templates/Digital-School_Open-Educational-Practices-ppt-Template-v1.1.potx
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Figure 1 - Search for learning objects concerning music 

The results of search can be filtered according to the following parameters: Educational 

context, Student Age, Learning Resource Type, Language, Foreign Language Competences, 

Teaching Approach, Educational Objective, Subject Areas. Furthermore the user is able to 

search within results using keywords.  

 

Figure 2 - Results of search at "Photodentro/LOR" 

Once a user selects a learning object, its complete description appears that includes the 

following information: 

 General information (title, description, reference URL, resource URL) 

 Learners Characteristics (educational context, typical age range, foreign language 

competences) 

 Classification (subject areas, learning resource type, appears in collections) 

 Technical Information (format) 
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 Funding Information (learning object development and funding framework, metadata 

development and funding framework) 

 Contribution (object/metadata contributors, learning object/metadata licensing and 

publishing) 

 Additional Information (general language, quality seals of learning object, quality seals of 

metadata). 

 

Figure 3 - Indicative metadata of a Photodentro/LOR learning object 

The user is able to access online the learning object or download it locally using the 

appropriate buttons. Furthermore, he is able to share it at various well-known social 

networks. 

 

Figure 4 – Use and share buttons available at a learning object of Photodentro/LOR 

3.4 Search for resources at “Europeana” 

Europeana Collections provides access to over 50 million digitised items – books, music, 

artworks and more – with sophisticated search and filter tools to help you find what you’re 

looking for. Its dedicated thematic collections on art, fashion, music, photography and World 

War I feature galleries, blogs and exhibitions to inform and inspire. 

http://europeana.eu/portal/collections/art
http://europeana.eu/portal/collections/fashion
http://europeana.eu/portal/collections/music
http://europeana.eu/portal/collections/photography
http://europeana.eu/portal/collections/world-war-I
http://europeana.eu/portal/collections/world-war-I
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/explore/galleries
http://blog.europeana.eu/
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/exhibitions/foyer
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The user can search for a resource or browse at the repository using one of the available 

options: Images, Sound Recordings, Texts, Videos, 3D Objects and All. 

 

Figure 5 - Search for a resource at Europeana 

The results of search can be filtered according to the following parameters: Collections, 

Media, Can I use it, Providing Country, Language, Aggregator, Institution.  

 

Figure 6 - Results of search at Europeana 

Once a user selects a resource its complete description appears that includes the following 

information: 

 Title. 

 Description. 

 People (contributor). 

 Classifications (type, subject). 

 Properties (size, format, language). 

 Time (date). 

 Provenance (Source, Publisher, Identifier, Institution, Provider, Providing Country, First 

Published In Europeana, Last Updated In Europeana). 
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 Additional Rights Information (rights). 

 References and Relations (is part of, dataset). 

 Location. 

 Similar Items. 

 
Figure 7 - Indicative metadata of a Europeana resource 

The user is able to download the resource (given that this is permitted) or access the 

resource directly at the institution that has provided it. 

3.5 Search for resources at “Open Discovery Space” 

ODS is a well-known European repository that collects OERs from various resources, bringing 

together many communities of European teachers which have common interests. The user 

can search for a resource using the search field that is available at the home page. 

 

Figure 8 - Search for a resource at ODS 
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The results of search can be filtered according to the following parameters: Discipline, 

Repository, Language, Contributor, Tags, Granularity, Learning Resource, Context, Copyright, 

Cost, Date.  

 

Figure 9 - Results of search at ODS 

 

Once a user selects a resource he can view the resource or its metadata. Indicative metadata 

that are provided are the following: 

 General category (identifier, title, description, keyword) 

 Life Cycle category 

 Meta-Metadata category (identifier, contribute, language) 

 Technical category (format, location, requirement) 

 Educational category (educational) 

 Rights category (Copyright and Other Restrictions) 

 Relation category 

 Annotation category (annotation) 

 Classification category 
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Figure 10 - Indicative ODS resource 

4 Conclusion 

The purpose of this deliverable was to describe various preliminary actions performed for 

the collaboration between NEStOR and other projects and networked European platforms 

which are already used by the education and school community, such as eTwinning, 

Photodentro, Open Discovery Space and Europeana. As at the phase of writing this report, 

the new European School Radio is not operable, the context of collaboration is limited in 

communication with other projects in order to promote the NEStOR project and in providing 

some guidelines to potential NEStOR users (e.g. teachers) on how they can use the services 

provided by other European and National projects in the context of performing and 

organizing radio shows using the European School Radio. Further results of cooperation will 

be available after the operation of new European School Radio that is planned for October 

2017. 
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